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Abstract. In this work, we consider a client relay wireless system, where
users cooperate to send uplink data packets. We focus on the simplest,
but realistic network topology and derive the primary performance met-
rics, including throughput, mean packet delay, and energy efficiency. Im-
portantly, our model enables opportunistic reception and transmission of
relay packets thus allowing for many useful insights into realistic network
performance. We conclude that opportunistic behavior is crucial for both
spectral efficient and energy efficient system operation.
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ergy efficiency, opportunistic cooperation.

1 Introduction and motivation

Recent advances in wireless cellular networking are being shaped by the next-
generation telecommunication standards [1] and [2]. For the emerging wireless
systems, the concept of client quality-of-service becomes cornerstone, as diverse
end user requirements should be satisfied simultaneously given limited network
resources and variable wireless channel conditions [3].

Consequently, the concept of spectral efficiency maximization has long been
dominant in wireless cellular network design [4]. However, recent research ef-
forts tend to shift toward energy efficiency improvement [5], [6] primarily for
battery-driven mobile devices [7]. We argue that accounting for spectral and
energy efficiency is equally important for novel communication technologies [1],
[2], which is in turn crucial for advanced resource management [8].

Recently, cooperative networking receives increasing attention from the re-
search community [9], [10]. Typically, some network clients with favorable chan-
nel conditions transmit data more reliably and spend less power [11]. These users
may help others by relaying some data packets on behalf of the users with poor
communication link [12]. Previously, we demonstrated that spectral and energy
efficiency may be improved if uplink cooperation among neighboring clients is
forced [13]. Cooperative gain from a relay may also decrease packet transmis-
sion delays and reduce inter-cell interference. Therefore, client relay technique



is believed to be an effective solution to improve performance of future wireless
cellular networks.

In this paper, we extend our earlier client relay research [13], [8] to a more
practical scenario enabling opportunistic cooperation and include the relevant
control parameters into consideration. As such, the relay may balance its ex-
tra energy expenditure and cooperative benefits for the network by reasonably
choosing a client relay policy. In what follows, we detail the system model and
analytically establish the primary performance metrics of cooperative network-
ing, such as throughput, mean packet delay, energy expenditure, and energy
efficiency. Finally, we conclude with some guidelines on choosing the client relay
strategy.

2 Opportunistic cooperative system

In this section, we briefly refresh the basic client relay system model from our
previous work [13] and then extend it to the more realistic opportunistic scenario
with non-mandatory reception and transmission of relay packets. For the sake
of analytical tractability, we study the simplest but practical network topology
(see Figure 1) and summarize our main assumptions below.
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Fig. 1. Considered client relay system

1. The system
– System time is slotted
– All communicated data packets have equal size
– Transmission of each packet takes exactly one slot
– Source node A is termed the originator. It generates new data packets

with the mean arrival rate of λA packets per slot
– Source node R is termed the relay. It generates new data packets with

the mean arrival rate of λR packets per slot



– Node R may eavesdrop on the transmissions from node A and store the
packets from node A for the subsequent retransmission

– Node R is incapable of simultaneous reception and transmission
– Sink node B is termed the base station. It controls the system and re-

ceives data packets from both node A and node R
– Fair stochastic round-robin scheduler operates at node B. It alternates

source nodes accessing the wireless channel
– Scheduling information is immediately available to both source nodes

over a separate channel. In practice, this information is typically avail-
able in the downlink channel and this assumption only simplifies the
understanding of the model

2. The traffic
– Numbers of new data packets arriving to either node A or node R dur-

ing consecutive slots are i.i.d. random variables. For simplicity, Poisson
arrival flow is assumed. Node B has no outgoing traffic

– Both node A and R have unbounded queues to store own data packets
– Node R has an extra memory location to keep a single relay packet from

node A
See Figure 2 as an example operation of the system in Figure 1, without
additional packet arrivals. Here light gray is a packet from A, whereas dark
gray is a packet from R, and the numbers correspond to sequential packet
numbers in Figure 1.

Fig. 2. Example client relay system behavior

3. The channel
– Communication channel is error-prone. It is based on the multi-packet

reception channel model [10]
– A data packet is received by the destination successfully with the con-

stant probability. It depends only on the link type (direct or relay) and
on which nodes are transmitting simultaneously

– The following non-zero success probabilities are defined: pAB , pRB , pAR,
and pCB . It is expected that pAR > pAB , as well as pCB > pAB

– Feedback information is immediately available to both source nodes over
a separate channel. In practice, this information is typically available in
the downlink channel and this assumption only simplifies the under-
standing of the model

– If the packet is not received successfully, it is retransmitted by its source.
The maximum number of allowable retransmission attempts is unlimited



Table 1 summarizes the main system parameters. It comprises three parts: the
input parameters discussed in this section, the auxiliary parameters introduced
during the analysis, and the output parameters derived in the following section.

Table 1. Input, auxiliary, and output system parameters

Notation Parameter description

λA Mean arrival rate of packets in node A

λR Mean arrival rate of packets in node R

pAB Probability of successful reception from A at B when A transmits

pRB Probability of successful reception from R at B when R transmits

pAR Probability of successful reception from A at R when A transmits

pCB Probability of successful reception from A at B when A and R cooperate

prx Probability of eavesdropping by node R

ptx Probability of cooperative transmission by node R

τAR Mean service time of a packet from node A

τRA Mean service time of a packet from node R

ρAR Queue load coefficient of node A

ρRA Queue load coefficient of node R

qA Mean queue length of node A

qR Mean queue length of node R

δA Mean packet delay of node A

δR Mean packet delay of node R

ηA Mean departure rate of packets from node A (throughput of A)

ηR Mean departure rate of packets from node R (throughput of R)

εA Mean energy expenditure of node A

εR Mean energy expenditure of node R

ϕA Mean energy efficiency of node A

ϕR Mean energy efficiency of node R

The client relay network operation is summarized by Algorithm 1. Accord-
ingly, a single memory location for the eavesdropped data packets at the relay
suffices for the considered client relay system operation. Importantly, the orig-
inator is unaware of the cooperative help from the relay and the relay sends
no explicit acknowledgments to the originator by contrast to the approach from
[10]. This enables tailoring the proposed client relay model to the contemporary
cellular standards [1], [2].

The relay improves the throughput of the originator by sacrificing its own
energy efficiency. Extra energy is spent by the relay on the eavesdropping, as
well as on the simultaneous packet transmissions with the originator. To save
some of its energy, the relay may act opportunistically. As such, in each time slot
the relay may decide not to eavesdrop on the transmissions from the originator
with probability 1 − prx and/or not to relay a packet with probability 1 − ptx.
The probabilities prx and ptx correspond to a particular client relay policy and
may be used to trade overall system throughput for total energy expenditure.



3 Performance evaluation

3.1 Previous results

Our analytical approach to the performance evaluation of the client relay system
[13] is based on the notion of the packet service time. The service time of the
tagged packet from a node starts when this packet becomes the first one in the
queue of this node and ends when its successful transmission ends. We denote
the service time of a packet from node A as TAR(λA, λR) , TAR, where ’,’ reads
as ”equal by definition”. Additionally, we introduce the mean service time of a
packet from node A as τAR(λA, λR) , τAR = E[TAR] (see Table 1). Further,
we denote by τAR(λA, 0) , τA0 the mean service time of a packet from node A
conditioning on the fact that λR = 0. Symmetrically, we introduce respective
characteristics TRA, τRA, and τR0 for node R.

We established in [13] that for both system with cooperation (when pAR > 0)
and system without cooperation (when pAR = 0) it holds that τR0 = p−1

RB ,
whereas only for the system without cooperation it holds that τA0 = p−1

AB . The
derivation of τA0 for the system with cooperation is a more complicated task
and will be addressed below. Denote the numbers of data packets in the queues
of the nodes A and R at the beginning of a particular slot t by Q

(t)
A and Q

(t)
R

respectively. As we observe the client relay system in stationary conditions, we
omit the upper index t of variables Q

(t)
A and Q

(t)
R .

Finally, we denote the queue load coefficient of node A as ρAR(λA, λR) , ρAR.
By definition, we have ρAR = Pr{QA 6= 0} = λAτAR. In particular, queue load
coefficient of node A conditioning on the fact that λR = 0 may be established
as ρAR(λA, 0) , ρA0 = λAτA0. For the system without cooperation ρA0 further
simplifies to ρA0 = λA/pAB

. The queue load coefficients ρRA and ρR0 of node R
are introduced analogously. For both systems with and without cooperation ρR0

further simplifies to ρR0 = λR/pRB
.

Consider now the queue at node A and set ρA0 > ρR0 as an example. The
following propositions may thus be formulated [13].

Proposition 1. For the queue load coefficient of node A it holds:

ρAR ≤ ρA0

1− ρR0
.

Proposition 2. For the queue load coefficients of nodes A and R it holds:

ρAR − ρRA = ρA0 − ρR0.

Proposition 3. For the queue load coefficient of node R it holds:

ρRA = ρAR − ρA0 + ρR0 ≤
ρA0

1− ρR0
− ρA0 + ρR0.

The established upper bounds on ρAR and ρRA hold for both systems with
and without cooperation. Below we list our previous results for the system with-
out cooperation (when pAR = 0) and then extend the proposed analytical ap-



proach to the system with opportunistic cooperation. Firstly, our approach is ap-
plicable for establishing the exact mean departure rate of packets from (through-
put of) nodes A and R. In particular, the throughput of A is given by:

ηA =


λA, no saturation
(1− λRτR0)τ−1

A0 , saturation for A
(2τA0)−1, saturation for A, R.

The throughput of R may be derived similarly. Here, the saturation condi-
tions are defined as follows:

– For A: (λAτA0 + λRτR0 > 1) and (λRτR0 < 0.5).
– For R: (λAτA0 + λRτR0 > 1) and (λAτA0 < 0.5).
– For both A and R: (λAτA0 > 0.5) and (λRτR0 > 0.5).

Secondly, we study the behavior of node A within the framework of the
queueing theory. Due to the fact that the queues of nodes A and R are mutually
dependent, the notorious Pollazek-Khinchine formula may not be used to obtain
the exact mean queue length of node A. We, however, apply this formula to
establish the approximate value of the mean queue length of node A as:

qA
∼= ρAR +

λ2
AE[T 2

AR]
2(1− ρAR)

.

We introduce the following auxiliary probability:

γA , Pr{QR 6= 0|QA 6= 0} =
Pr{QR 6= 0, QA 6= 0}

Pr{QA 6= 0}
.

Clearly, the scheduler either assigns the subsequent slot to node R with proba-
bility 0.5γA or assigns it to node A with the complementary probability 1−0.5γA.
After some derivations and accounting for the above propositions, we establish:

0.5γA = 1− ρA0

ρAR
.

We may obtain the following distribution for the service time of a packet
from node A:

Pr{TAR = n} = pAB(1− 0.5γA)(1− pAB(1− 0.5γA))n−1.

The above expression accounts for the fact that out of n slots spent to serve
a packet from node A the last slot was assigned to node A and its transmission
in this slot was successful. The previous n − 1 slots were either not assigned to
node A or its transmissions in these slots were unsuccessful.

Calculating the first and the second moment of the service time (E[TAR]
and E[T 2

AR]), accounting for Pollazek-Khinchine formula and also using Little’s
formula in the form qA = λAδA, it is now easy to approximate the mean packet
delay of node A as:



δA
∼=

ρAR

λA
+

λA(2− pAB(1− 0.5γA))
2(1− ρAR)p2

AB(1− 0.5γA)2
.

The performance metrics of node R may be calculated analogously, due to
the symmetric nature of the respective direct links. Additionally, we may obtain
the exact value of the mean energy expenditure of e.g. node A as:

εA = PTXηAτA0 + PI(1− ηAτA0).

Here PTX is the average power that is spent by a node in the packet trans-
mission state, whereas PI is the average power that is spent by the same node
in the idle state. As such, the mean energy efficiencies of nodes A and R readily
follow as ϕA = ηA/εA

and ϕR = ηR/εR
respectively.

3.2 Opportunistic cooperative system

Studying the system with opportunistic cooperation, we firstly consider an im-
portant special case when the queue at node R is always empty. We establish the
distribution of the number of slots required to serve a packet from node A. By
using the obtained distribution, we then generalize the proposed approach for
the case of non-empty queue at node R. All the respective performance metrics
for the system with opportunistic cooperation are marked by symbol ’∗’ in the
rest of the text.

The queue at the relay is always empty (λR = 0). Similarly to the
derivations from the previous subsection, we may establish the sought distribu-
tion for the service time of a packet from node A as:

Pr{T ∗A0 = n} = X(1− p̃CB)n−1 − Y [(1− pAB)(1− pAR · prx)]n−1,

where p̃CB = pCB · ptx + (1− ptx) pAB ,

X =
pAR · prx(1− pAB)p̃CB

1− p̃CB − (1− pAB)(1− pAR · prx)
, and Y = X − pAB .

Coming now to the mean service time, we have the following:

τ∗A0 =
p̃CB + (1− pAB)pAR · prx

p̃CB [pAB + (1− pAB)pAR · prx]
.

The queue at the relay is not always empty (λR > 0).
Omitting lengthy derivations, we give the respective distribution for the ser-

vice time of a packet from node A as:

Pr{T ∗AR = n} = X(1− 0.5γ∗A)(1− p̃CB(1− 0.5γ∗A))n−1−
−Y (1− 0.5γ∗A)(1− pA(1− 0.5γ∗A))n−1,

where 0.5γ∗A = 1− ρ∗A0/ρ∗AR
and also pA = pAB + pAR · prx(1− pAB) for brevity.



Queue load coefficients of nodes A and R (ρ∗AR and ρ∗RA) may be calculated
similarly to the respective parameters for the system without cooperation ac-
counting for the fact that ρ∗A0 , λAτ∗A0, where the expression for τ∗A0 is given
above.

Finally, calculating the second moment of the service time, we derive the
resulting expression for the approximate mean packet delay of node A as:

δ∗A
∼= ρ∗AR

λA
+ λA

2(1−ρ∗AR)(1−0.5γ∗A)2×

×
[
X · 2−p̃CB(1−0.5γ∗A)

p̃3
CB

− Y · 2−pA(1−0.5γ∗A)

p3
A

]
,

where X and Y were also given above.
Accounting for τ∗A0, the resulting approximation for the mean packet delay

δ∗R of node R, as well as expressions for the throughput η∗A and η∗R of nodes A
and R in the system with cooperation are similar to the respective metrics in
the system without cooperation from the previous subsection.

Analogously, the mean energy expenditure of node A in the considered case
is given by:

ε∗A = PTXη∗Aτ∗A0 + PI(1− η∗Aτ∗A0),

whereas the mean energy expenditure of node R may be calculated as:

ε∗R = PTX

(
η∗RτR0 + η∗Aptx · 1−pABτ∗A0

p̃CB−pAB

)
+ PRXprx

(
η∗Aτ∗A0 − η∗A · 1−pABτ∗A0

p̃CB−pAB

)
+

+PI

(
1− η∗RτR0 − η∗Aτ∗A0prx − (ptx − prx) η∗A · 1−pABτ∗A0

p̃CB−pAB

)
Here PRX is the average power that is spent by a node in the packet reception

state. As before, the mean energy efficiencies of nodes A and R are given by
expressions ϕ∗A = η∗A/ε∗A and ϕ∗R = η∗R/ε∗R respectively.

4 Numerical results and conclusions

In this section, we validate our analytical model derived in the previous section.
We use our own time-driven simulator described in [14] and [15]. Partly following
[10], the simulation parameters are set as: pAB = 0.3, pRB = 0.7, pAR = 0.4,
pCB = 0.5, λR = 0.15, whereas λA is varied across the system stability region.
Additionally, we normalize power consumption values from [16] by PTX to obtain
PTX = 1.00, PRX = 0.85, and PI = 0.70.

With respect to opportunistic cooperation, we fix the probability of cooper-
ative transmission ptx = 1 and study the influence of the probability of eaves-
dropping prx. In practice, it is more reasonable to control the opportunistic
cooperation via prx as whenever a packet is eavesdropped by the relay, it is
transmitted together with the originator in the next available slot. Thus, the
time spent by the relay packet in the memory location of node R is minimized.

The three cases are contrasted: no cooperation (prx = 0), conventional
mandatory cooperation (prx = 1), and opportunistic cooperation (prx = 0.5).
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Fig. 3. Mean packet delay dependence

Firstly, we study the mean packet delay in Figure 3. We notice that the proposed
approximation demonstrates excellent accordance with the simulation results.
Additionally, mandatory cooperation leads to the maximum delay reduction for
the originator, whereas opportunistic cooperation shows moderate mean packet
delay decrease.

By contrast, Figure 4 demonstrates the drawback of the mandatory coopera-
tion. Despite considerable delay improvement, using it results also in the highest
relay energy expenditure. The relay may thus choose to cooperate opportunisti-
cally by falling back to e.g. prx = 0.5 and save its power. Consequently, this will
lead to some energy expenditure growth for the originator, as it would have to
transmit more packets on its own. As such, opportunistic cooperation makes an
important practical mechanism to balance extra relay energy expenditure and
cooperative benefits for the entire system.

Finally, in Figure 5 we address the maximum throughput gain of the cooper-
ative system by varying prx across its feasible range in saturation. We plot the
overall throughput of both nodes A and R to conclude that client relay technique
may considerably improve the performance of cellular wireless networks.

The proliferation of wireless networks introduces novel important research
directions, including client cooperation, energy efficient communication, multi-
radio co-existence, spectrum aggregation techniques, and others. These direc-
tions are insufficiently addressed by the conventional simulation methodology
and existing analytical models, which only cover static or semi-static cellular
environments [3]. In this paper, we developed a tractable dynamic model that
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may be useful to study the basic trade-offs of the cooperative networking. Its
development toward more realistic traffic arrival patterns is the direction of our
future work.
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Require: A new slot starts
1: Generate new packets for A and R with λA and λR

2: {Fair stochastic round-robin scheduling}
3: if both queues at A and R are not empty then
4: Slot is given to either A or R with probability 0.5
5: else if queue at A is not empty then
6: Slot is given to A
7: else if queue at R is not empty then
8: Slot is given to R
9: else

10: Slot is idle
11: {Packet transmission}
12: if slot is given to A then
13: if current packet from A is not stored at R then
14: Packet from A is successful at B with pAB

15: if R has decided to eavesdrop with prx then
16: Relay eavesdrops on the packet from A
17: Eavesdropping is successful with pAR

18: else
19: Relay stays idle
20: if packet from A is successful at R then
21: Packet from A is stored at R
22: else
23: if R has decided to cooperate with ptx then
24: Relay transmits stored packet simultaneously

with A (trying to improve its performance)
25: Packet from A is successful at B with pCB

26: else
27: Relay stays idle
28: Packet from A is successful at B with pAB

29: if packet from A is successful at B then
30: Relay empties its single memory location
31: else
32: Originator retransmits in the next available slot
33: else if slot is given to R then
34: Packet from R is successful at B with pRB

35: else
36: Slot is idle

Algorithm 1: Client relay network operation


